
Eagles of the Rising Sun is a very special production for us. It celebrates the  beginning of our 
fourth year in the Model Industry. After finishing our highly successful JG-54 set, we decided to 
feature a special set on the Japanese Air Forces. 

For three years we have been correspnndirig ':."?h Dr. Keishiro Nagao of japan, and it occurred 
to us that there was no one better than him to research and write this upcoming project. Late 
last year we asked l'i!rri and he was eager to take on the task. 

ling plus a little history about 



their bomber force to roam freely over the skies of most of the Pacific islands and specially over 
S.E. Asia. Russia, Great Britain, US, and the Netherlands suffered heavy loses at the hands of 
those early Eagles. 

Failing to create an effective pilot school like most other air forces, they suffered heavily during 
the second half of the war, after their original group of pilots suffered catastrophic loses at 
Midway. Thereafter, the IJNAF and IJAAF were relentlessly pursuit and pounded by the 
growing US Army and Navy Air Forces. 

However, Japan remained a powerful foe to reckon with until the very end of the war, producing 
aircraft that were as capable if not better than those equipping other air forces in 1945. 

It is ftfflDis intention to introduce these colorful air forces to those modelers that still believe the 
Japanese only flew green Zeros and Oscars, thus opening new horizons to their modeling 
enjoyment. 

Only 1,500 of this original set will be made with a historical section and future runs will not 
include this manuscript. 

Many people contributed their talents to the completion of this decal/publication and a list of 
their names follows. To all of them, thanks for your help. 

Researcher~Writer Dr. Keishiro Nagao General Manager 
Editor Warren Mun kasy 
Artist Pete Harlem 

ArtistiEditor Eric G 
Cover Tony aston Bernal Jr. 
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GLOSSARY 

Kai, KO, Otsu, Tei, Kou,+Hei---subtypes of a particular aircraft denoting structural, engine, mission 
and/or armament changes t o  the basic design. 

NMF---Natural metal finish. 
2nd Generation-a unit formerly disbanded and then reconstituted. 
Zero, Oscar, George, etc.--- 

familiar US names assigned to individual Japanese aircraft for immediate ease of 
identification, recognition and communication by Allied personnel. 

Military Ranks 
Capt.---Captain (Army or Navy). 
Lt.(jg)--Lieutenant, junior grade (Navy). 
Lt.Cdr---Lieutenant Commander (Navy). 
Lt. Co1.--- Lieutenant Colonel (Army). 
Maj.---Major (Army). 
Maj. Gene---Major General (Army). 
NAP---Naval Aviation Pilot (Navy). 1 IC, 21C~Fi rs t  Class, Second Class. 
M.Sgt.---Master Sergeant (Army). 
2nd. Lt.---Second Lieutenant (Army). 
W O ~ W a r r a n t  Offic 

IJNAF (Navy) AVIATION UNIT TERMINOLOGY 
Buntai---a pair of aircraft 
Chuta i~Div is ion:  8-9 aircraft 
Hikotai---Squadron or Company, usually 4 (sometimes 3) shotais. 
Koku Sentai---Air Flotilla (land-based) or Carrier Division (size varied). 
Koku ta i~Nava l  Air Group: 2 to 4 hikotai. Home-based units were given names, as "Tainan Kokutai." 
Sho ta i~F l i gh t  or Section: 3 to 6 aircraft. 



HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

The history of the Eagles is linked with the military decisions made in the 'pro 
aeronautics. During and shortly after WW 1, the Japanese air forces were equip 
designed or built aircraft; some, license-produced in Japan. During the "1st Shanghai Incident" 
(February 22, 1932) current Japanese aircraft were found to be inferior in combat to a Boeing Model 
218 (a one-only exported F4B / P-12 type) piloted by Robert Short, a civilian hired by the Chinese 
Government. Rear Admiral (later Admiral) Isoroku Yamamoto began a determined effort to give 
Japan it's own stable of modem, superior, home-bred aerial weapons. 

The plan was given reality through the enormous efforts of the talented designer Jiro Horikoshi, who 
initially created the "Navy Type 96 Fighter." This aircraft was given the Imperial Japanese Naval Air 
Force (IJNAF) military designation "A5M," and known to Westerners by the recognition code name 
"Claude." Horikoshi was tasked by the Navy to produce a fighter of superb maneuverability and 
speed. He had a limited selection of foreign and domestic engines and the resulting design 
compromise was an extremely lightweight fighter lacking protective and safety features. 
Nevertheless, the Navy's eager young Eagles were quite satisfied with their new mounts, enjoying 
at least equal, if not superior, performance against the Russian and American fighters over China. 

In the highly competitive military atmosphere of 1930's Japan, and spurred by the modern, focused 

With these world-class fighters now in hand, five-kill "aces" were emerging for the first time in 
Japanese history. In the IJNAF, the first to attain ace status was Ensign Kioto Koga (October 6, 
1937) of the 13th Kokutai. The IJAAF followed on January 20, 1938, with 1st Lt. Kosuke 
Kawahara of the 2nd Daitai over China. Interestingly, Kawahara was flying an older Type 95 biplane 
(Ki 10 Perry, of Curtiss Hawk design philosophy) and not the Army's new Type 97. 



When the IJAAF and IJNAF ordered their next generation of fighters they required the same 
maneuverability as in  the two  predecessors. In addition, the Navy also anticipated the necessary 
range required for operations in the vast Pacific Ocean. Still working for the Navy, Mr. Horikoshi 
"adjusted" for weight in his design to achieve both agility and maximum range from an engine in the 
1000 horsepower class, but pilot and aircraft survivability was compromised again. 

The "newabirds" were the Army's Ki-43 Hayabusa, known in the West as "Oscar" and the Navy's 
infamous "Zero," or "Rei-sen." The "zero" designation denoted the last t w o  digits of the Japanese 
classical calendar year 2600 (1940 AD), indicating the year the aircraft first entered service. 
Classical calendar years were counted from the time when the Emperor's ancestor was said to have 
united ancient Japan. 

Another example lies in Japan's slow pace in developing and maintaining a more powerful engine in 
the 2000 horsepower class. The superb Zero, with its 1000 hp class engine, was so tightly 
designed that engineers could not adapt the airframe to the more powerful engines of the type 
found in the numerous and advancing generation of Allied fighters being thrown into the war. 
Combat between aircraft of substantially mismatched power is no contest unless there is a 
corresponding mismatch between the skill of the pilots. 

The appearance of heavy and powerful Japanese fighters was too late to change the course of the 
war. More and more, Japanese fighters were outclassed. Without effective and high-powered 
successors produced in quantity, the Zero and even its Army contemporary, Oscar, were forced to 
soldier on as front-line fighters to the final day of the war. 



NAF surpassing t 

It is regrettable that the IJAAf  and IJNAF did not preserve the details of each pilot's achievement 
and, in fact, avoided commending individuals. Some groups counted total kills in a battle as "the 
Group's" victory. Moreover, when defeat was obvious, some groups burned their official 
documents. Today, researchers have found it difficult to determine accurate data for the Eagles' 
victories and rank on a list of aces. Published results vary, and few agree, but the careful work 
established in Japan by of Mr. Izawa has been chosen from References 1 and 2. His updates to 
these are about t o  be released and they are shown as References 4 and 5. 

Similarly, information on aircraft flown by specific Eagles is sparse; there were many high-scoring 
Japanese aces whose aircraft remain undocumented. Some Army examples were Capt. G. Sumino 
(27 victories; reputed to have been shot down by Maj. W.F. Duke, 80th Fighter Group), 1st Lt. M. 
Kanai (26 victories), and WO B. Yamaguchi (19 victories). From the Navy were WO T. Ohta (34 
victories), WO K. Sugino (32 victories), Lt.Cdr. J. Sasai (27 victories, nicknamed "The Richtofen 
of Rabaul"), and Ens. N. Ogiya (24 victories). Further, Japanese aces tended not to  show kills or 
personal markings on their aircraft, which were generally less colorful than Allied or Luftwaffe aces. 

There were exceptions, and some colorful examples have been selected for this special decal in 
hopes that they will inspire modelers. 



CREDITED KILLS IN SELECTED REFERENCES 

Army Wakamatsu 

Navy Nishizawa 
Navy Iwamoto 
Navy Sugita 
Navy Sakai 
Navy Kanno 
Navy It0 

aVY Tanimizu 
aVY Ishiha ra 
avy Hashiguchi 
avy ~urarnoto(~ '  

Ref. 2 Ref. 3 
58 
5 1 

19+ 
19 
18 
- - 
15 
15 

20 + 
-- 
- - 

8 7 
94(a' 
7 0 
64 
2 5 
17 
18 

(a) The author of Reference 3 (Christopher Shores) apparently added Iwamoto's 
14  kills in the China Incident to his 80 victories. Mr. Izawa's opinion in 
Reference 2 is that these kills are included in the score of 80. 

(b) Kuramoto's score is listed as six in Reference 1 4 (See P. 14). 

Note: The military rank shown for a pilot in the following CAREER section is his final 
rank, and any lesser rank shown with specific aircraft is the one the pilot held at that 
time. These English equivalents are based on those determined by References 1 & 2. 



THE ARMY: IJAAF EAGLES' CAREER INFORMATION 

1. 2nd. Lt. Hiromichi Shinohara. Born August, 1913. Final score: 58. 
The top ace of the IJAAF never saw action in WW II. He was 25 years old with 6 years of 

flying and assigned to the 11th Sentai when the Nomonhan Incident broke out in May 1939. During 
his first combat on May 27, he shot down four Russian 1-1 6's. The following day another six kills 
made him the top ace. He established an unbroken record by downing 11 aircraft in a day on June 
27. On August 27, after a day with three kills, he was shot down near Lake Mohoreri. His total of 
58 victories (in only three months) was never surpassed by any IJAAF pilot in WW II. Calm on the 
ground, he was bold in battle. The Ki 27 Otsu illustrated (A) is the only one known to be flown by 
Shinohara. 

2. M.Sgt. Satoshi Anabuki. Born 1921. Final score: 39. 
The top scoring Army Eagle during WW 11, he became the idol of the younger pilots. 

Previously posted to the 50th Sentai, and nineteen years old when the Pacific War broke out, he 
scored his first victory, a P-40 over Lingayen Bay, on December 21, 1941. After receiving a new 
early-model Hayabusa in Japan, he returned to a year of fierce battles in Burma. During this period 
he received an unprecedented Individual Citation for shooting down three B-24s and two P-38s on 
October 8, 1943, when he force-landed, was injured, and hospitalized. Disobeying doctors' orders, 
he left the hospital and returned to his base, where he was ordered not to fly again. Returning to 
Japan in February 1944, he spent the rest of his career as assistant teacher at the Akeno Fighter 
School, where he managed to launch armed "training missions" during Allied raids and scored 
another six aircraft. After the war hejoined the JASDF, retiring as Major, and is still alive. He is 
known to have flown at least three Ki 43 Hayabusas, one of them depicted here as (GI. 

3. Major Shogo Takeuchi. Born 1918. Final score: 19. 
Initially posted to the 64th Sentai, he fought in the campaigns in Malaya, Sumatra, and Java. 

Transferring to the 68th Sentai (April 1942), he moved into the fierce battles over New Guinea in 
April 1943. He was a hero at Wewak and whenever he took off in his Ki 61 Hien (marked with red 
eagle's-wing kill marks--eventually 58) the base personnel turned out to cheer. His final day was 
December 21, when his plane was damaged during one victory over the Markas Peninsula. Just 
before touchdown at Hansa forward base, his engine failed and his aircraft crashed in the jungle. 
The markings of his Ki 61-1 Otsu with the 68th are depicted here (K).  

4. Lt.Col. Yukiyoshi Wakamatsu. Born 191 1. Final score: 18 + . 
Assigned to the 64th Sentai (Nomonhan, September 19391, he saw no combat. Later, in 

Japan, he was posted to the newly formed 85th Sentai and went to China in June 1943. His score 
grew steadily after his first victory on July 24, and he became known to his friends and enemies as 
"The Red Nosed Ace." The Chinese offered a reward of 20,000 to 50,000 Yuan to the pilot who 
could bring him down. He was famous for downing aircraft at long range with one burst, and his 
radio broadcasts in battle, with the sounds of gunbursts, excited listeners. After transitioning to the 
Ki 84  Hayate ("Frank"), in September, 1944, he shot down two P-51s in one pass, each with one 
burst, on October 4th. However, while intercepting several waves of B-29 and P-51 aircraft on 
December 18, he was surrounded by more than ten enemy fighters and was killed. Every one of his 
kills was a fighter-type aircraft, more than half being P-51s. The markings for one of his aircraft, a 
Ki 44  Otsu, are provided on Aeromaster decal sheet 48-064 (Aircraft #4) and another here (N). The 
markings for his Ki 84 Hayate are unknown, 

5 .  Maj.Gen. Tateo Kato. Born 1903. Final score: 18. 
This pilot was well known as a War Hero and Commander of the famous "Kate's Hayabusa 

Sentai." He went to China in July, 1937, as the chutai leader of the 2nd Daitai. His chutai shot 
down 39 enemy aircraft for a loss of three, his personal score being nine. When WW II broke out he 
moved through Malaya, Sumatra, and Burma as Commander of the 64th Sentai, during which time 
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this sentai scored more than 200 victories. On May 22, while chasing an RAF Blenheim bomber, his 
Hayabusa was hit, flamed, and broke up on contact with the sea. Posthumously, he received a rare 
Individual Citation, and was promoted to Major General. Along with the Ki 43-1 Hayabusa illustrated 
here (F), the markings for his Type 95 fighter (a Ki 10 Perry of the 2nd Daitai) are also known. 

6. Lt.Col. Toshio Sakagawa. Born 1910. Final score: 15. 
Initially with the 11 th Flying Rentai in north China, he saw no action but transferred to the 

24th Sentai, and moved to Nomonhan in March 1939, again seeing little action. Promoted to Major, 
he was assigned as leader of the 47th Chutai (Independent) and was based at Saigon on the first 
day of the war but achieved no kills. Posted as the Commander of the 25th Sentai in China until 
July 1944, he destroyed a B-24 with one burst on August 21, 1943, and three P-51 s on May 6, 
1944. Then, as Commander of the 22nd Sentai, he made a habit of personally leading the unit into 
battle, thereby promoting high morale. Ordered back to Japan on the night of December 19, he was 
killed when his transport was lost in an accident. Besides the Ki 43-11 Hayabusa illustrated (MI, the 
markings of a 47th Chutai Ki 44 Shoki, flown by Sakagawa, are also known. 

9. Capt. Chuichi Ichikawa. Born 1918. Final score: 10 + . 
At Nomonhan in early September 1939, he had no combat engagements. In New Guinea 

with the 78th Sentai in August 1943, he ended his first mission in fire and with injury. Recovering in 
Japan, he then went to the 244th Sentai in January 1943, and, on the night of April 15, 1943, he 
shot down two B-29s, damaged another, and "body attacked" a fourth. In contrast to "ramming," a 
body attack is a controlled crash, almost a "landing" on the enemy aircraft, with the attacking pilot 
bailing out after impact. Individual Citation for this event and promotion to Captain. Surviving the 
war, he became a civilian airline pilot, but died in a flying accident in September 1953. The only 
combat aircraft known to be flown by Ichikawa is illustrated (Rl,  a Ki 61-1 Tei. 



THE NAVY: IJNAF EAGLES' CAREER INFORMATION 



was returned to Japan with 28 confirmed victories during the Rabaul campaign. Though he tried to 
return to combat, he finally abandoned the attempt and became a flight instructor. In more than 200 
sorties he never lost a wingman. Among his many experiences was his victory over the B-17 of 
Captain Colin Kelly on December 10, 1941, and his attack severely damaged a B-26 carrying Lyndon 
Johnson on June 9, 1942. His five known Zeros are 3-1 16, V-103 (included as E), V-107, V-128, 
and E-137. 

6. W10 Kiyoshi Ito. Born 1921. Final score: 17. 
His first victory was on his first sortie with Tainan Kokutai over Port Darwin, April 4, 1942. 

He fought at Rabaul from September until early November, then seeing action in the defense of 
western New Guinea. Returned to Japan as instructor after two years of combat. The A6M2 Model 
22 Zero shown (J) is his only known mount. 

7. W10 Takeo Tanimizu. Born 191 9. Final score: 18. 
First Victory with the Shokaku Kokutai, November 2, 1943, over Rabaul. After four months, 

he was posted to the 3rd Kokutai in March 1944. Here he was an instructor and participated in an 
air battle off Taiwan. While escorting transport ships in November, his aircraft was attacked by a P- 
51 and he was injured. Returning to Japan to engage in Home Defense with the 203 Kokutai, he 
survived the war. The A6M5c Model 52 Zero (T) is his only known aircraft. 

10. Capt. Minoru Suzuki. Born (unknown). Final score (approximately) 8. 
Initially belonging to the Ryujo Kokutai, he shot down three opponents on August 3rd, 1937, 

his first kills. Transferred to the 12th Kokutai, he participated in the China Incident as a buntai 
leader. During the Pacific War he was with the 202nd and then, from February, 1945, with the 
205th Kokutai as Flight Commander. Significantly, on May 2, 1943, his unit (27 Zeros) battled with 
33 RAAF Spitfires during the air raid over Port Darwin and shot down 21 Spitfires with no losses. 
He lived through the war and his score (not well established) is presumed to be eight. The markings 
of his Type 95 Carrier Fighter (Ryujo Kokutai), and another Zero Model 11 (3-141) are also known. 
See aircraft B. 



COLORS OF WW 11 JAPANESE FIGHTERS 

One of the most difficult aspects in the study of WW II Japanese aircraft is their colors. Fifty years 
after the fact these remain largely unidentified because few official references remain. Aircraft 
manufacturers interpreted and mixed their own colors. In addition to  major and standard colors, 
there were minor and field-prepared ones. Even more confusing is the fact that these colors tended 
to fade easily in the sun and take on the apparent hue of others, making it difficult to identify the 
original ones. 

Through the recent extensive and laborious efforts of notable Japanese historians such as Mr. I. 
Hasegawa, Mr. S. Nohara, Mr. M. Akimoto, and Mr. K. Oshio, many major colors have been more 
closely identified. References 7 thru 12, and 15, contain suggestions and recently manufactured 
color chips. Note that there is not complete agreement among them. 

Following is a tabulation of the colors applicable to  the aircraft illustrated here. They are mainly 
based on  the color chips of Mr. 1. Hasegawa. Do not rely on them as definite original standards, but 
rather as a guideline toward them. For enthusiasts who may not have these references available, the 
numbers of well-matched colors from "Federal Standard Colors No. 595a" and/or model paint colors 
are provided. FS 595b (and possibly a remaining stock of the older and slightly different "a") are 
currently available from the U.S. Government. 

Federal Standard color numbers have five digits (i.e.I1FS 301 66"). The first indicates the reflectance 
as 1 (Gloss), 2 (Semi-gloss), 3 (Matte). The Federal Standard contains color chips in the reflectance 
used b y  the government: if red 1105 is used as a gloss paint by the government, it will be listed as 
11  105, but the modeler can reproduce the color in the reflectance of his choice, perhaps a flat - 
31  105. Matte usually has the most use in camouflage (it is "flat", or least-reflective), but the other - 
t w o  also have their desirability in certain applications (gloss black has been tried for nightaperations 
and semi-gloss for curved or side surfaces). Depending on exposure conditions, these "weather" 
toward different reflectances, or sheens. A flat color exposed to  engine oil, polishing or waxing will 
become apparently "glossier" and darker. A gloss color exposed to sunlight will usually 
chalky, lighter, and more "matte,", or "flat1'--the term used in this work. 



Some of the colors applicable to  the described aircraft require more explanation than a simple Federal Standard number. 
Few enthusiasts have access to all the cited references. The information presented here is an effort t o  clarify and assist. 

(a). Army Light Gray-Green corresponds to FS 4373, but is slightly more gray. Historian Nohara 
believes it is "close to" FS 4432, and Model Art #428 displays a chip like FS 4583. 

ke Humbrol 3 

(i). Nakajima Dark Green (Naval) has no FS equivalent and is a dark green, close to Hurnbrol 149 
(Matt Dark Green) or Aeromaster Warbird 9090. FS 4092 is approximate, needing a touch of 
yellow. The Nakajima-built Zero 5 2  (TI, also used Nakaiima Light Gray on the underside. Aircraft F, 
G, H, M, and N utilize a Nakajima Green (Army), close to FS 4095. 

(j). Kawasaki Dark Green (Army) corresponds to FS 4082, applied to Ki 61s K and Q. The identity, 
source and usage of the Dark Olive Drab on the third Tony, R, is not known and is discussed in 
COLOR Note 6, below. 
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COLOR Notes 

2. Aoolied colors differ amono manufacturers. Illustrated examples are: 
Nakajima--Ki 27 (Example A), Ki 43 Hayabusa (F, G, H, MI, 

Ki 44 Shoki (N, S), and some Zero Model 21 and 52 (TI. 
Kawasaki-Ki 61 Hien (K, Q, and R). 
Mitsubishi--Zero Model 11, 22 (I, J, L), 32 and some Model 21 (B, C, D, E) and 52. 
Kawanishi-- N1 K2-J Shiden-Kai (example 0 and P). 

Three times as many Model 52 Zeros were built by Nakaji by Mitsubishi, t 
Zeros Model 11 and 21 of the 3rd and Tainan Kokutais said to be prod 
and ~ o d e l  22 was produced solely by Mitsubishi. 

3. Cockpit colors varied by aircraft type. IJAAF fighter cockpits were usually Transparent Green- 
Blue (b), except for the Ki 27, which was dark blue-gray, close to FS 51 64, and the Ki 61 Hein, 
which was Khaki-Yellow, close to FS 0400. (Incidentally, the Ki 84 was'usually NMFI. IJNAF 
cockpits were usually painted a solid color and, for the Mitsubishi-built Zero, an interior green close 
to FS 4098, probably applied over color (b). The Nakajima Zero used an interior green close to FS 
4583, and the Kawanishi NlK2-J Shiden-Kai a "yellow-green" like Humbrol 38, mentioned in Koku- 
Fan Illustrated $42. Instrument panels and side consoles of Army fighters are flat black. In Naval 
aircraft, only the gauges are black, with instrument panel and side consoles in the "Cockpit Well" 
color shown ("EAGLES' AIRCRAFT" chart). Color chips can be found in the followiiig books: Dark 
Blue-gray (Ki 27)--Model Art #3'2, 5th on right page; Khaki-Yellow (Ki 61)--Model Art #329, 7th on 
right page; Mitsubishi and Nakajima interior colors--Model Art #378, 7th and 8th chips, respectively. - 

4. Landing gear (other than polished oleo portion) are as follows: Ki 43 Hayabusa, N1 K2-J Shiden- 
Kai---Natural Metal Finish (NMF); A6M Zero, Ki 44 Shoki, Ki 61 Hien~most ly  black, but some NMF. 

5. Cloth-covered flaps, elevators, rudders, and ailerons of A, F, G, H, K, M, N, Q, R, and S were 
originally painted in color (a), Army Light Gray-Green. If paints were applied to the aircraft, they 
were applied over this color. Damaged paint on these surfaces could reveal this color beneath. 

6. "Dark Olive Drab", shown for the color of the shamrock-decorated Ki 61 (R), is a fairly good 
match with FS 4084. A sample is offered in Model Art $428, 2nd chip. This aircraft has been 
called "chocolate", and the original drab may have weathered toward this hue. It is not known if 
this was official, Kawasaki, or a field-mixed color. Several topside browns were seen late in the war. 

7. Upper surface Brown 0215 on aircraft N and M (both Nakajima) is close to Humbrol 62. On 
Sakagawa's aircraft, M, the aft (non-ID Yellow portion) of the main landing gear doors had no 
brown, but were NMF with a fine spotting of the topside green iFS 4095). 

8. When a single yellow propeller warning stripe was applied, it was 50mm from the tip and 50mm 
wide. It is believed that the single red stripe, when used, had the same proportions. 

9. An undocumented drab green-brown was used on Kawanishi N1 K2-J prop blades (0 and P). 
12 



EAGLES' AIRCRAFT 

"(a)", "(b)", etc., described in "THE COLORS" (above). "NMF" is Natural Metal Finish. 
Aircraft Upper surface Lower Antiglare! Army), Propeller Spinner Cockpit Wheelwell, An- Wing 

surface Cowling (Navy), facet rear well inner gear tenna ID 
interior decking doors stripe 

Flat Black 

Flat Black 

Flat Black 

none 

Note 9 Humb. 38 

Khaki - Dk. Grn 
Yellow 40821 
0 4 0 0  White 

Q: Ki 61 -1 Tei (j) NMF 
Kobayashi, Army 

none 
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SING S 
MODEL BUILDING SUGGESTIONS AND NOTES 

imada Chutai, 11 th Sentai, flown by WO Hiromichi Shinohara, 
anchuria, June 1939. Aircraft had 10 kills at this time but 

inal score was 58. 

Unvarnished light orev 

Use plain red Hinomaru from sheet C block E. / 0' 
Prop and spinner natural metal finish (NMF) with flat back rear surfaces 

m 

A6M2a Model 11 Zero, 3-112, 12th Kokutai, flown by i t .  Minoru Suzuki (final 
score: approx. 81, China, Winter 1940-1 941. The tail score includes kills from 

prop and spinner NMF with flat back rear F O ~  wings use A, for fuselage use B 
other pilots who flew this airplane. surfaces, tips have two red caution stripes 

p NMF wilh flat black rea 
have two red caulion sin 

1 1 Tr im decal lo fit 

I Use plain red Hinomaru from sheet C block I 
Prop NMF with Hat back rear surfaces. For w 'n~5  use A. lor fuselage use 

lips have two red caution slnpes 

IAL THA 
SHIRO NA 
n d  correct 

Japanese materials 

SP72-04-Note1 



MODEL BUILDING SUGGESTIONS AND NOTES-2 

Trim decal to fit 

\ 
Prop spinner white, 
blades NMF with 
flat back rear surfaces 

A6M3 Model 22 Zero, Ul-105, 251st Kokutai, flown by NAP 1/C 
Hiroyoshi Nishizawa, ~aEaul ,  June 1943. Nishizawa's final 
score was 87. The spinner tip paint was peeling off and aircraft 
had a standard droptank. I 

Use plain red Hinomaru from sheet C block I. 
For wings use A, for fuselage use B 

Spinner NMF with red-brown tip 
Blades NMF with flat black 
rear surfaces NOTE- antenna mast removed from this aircraft. 

Varnished liaht arev overall 

<ato, Burma, May 1942. Kato had a final score of 18 kills. 

I 
Ki 43-1 Hayabusa, 50th Sentai, flown by Sgt. Satoshi Anabuki, Burma, 
January 1943. Anabuki had a final score of 39 kills. Note that fabric control 
surfaces on NMF finishes are painted Army light grey-green. No known nght 
side picture of Anabuki's AIC is available. Although we doubt that kill 1 markings and personal emblems were shown on the right siae, we have 
supplied them. Check references and arrive at your own conclusion. 

Anti-glare panels black All upper surfaces dark green as are 
bottom leading edge of wings 
/7 Trim decal to fit 

I - \ \ see color page ' ~ r i r n  decal to fit 

Lower wing and fuselage surfaces NMF 
Prop spinner dark green, blades 

tips have single red caution stripe 
NMF with Hat back rear surfaces- For wings Use plain red Hinomaru from sheet B block A. 

Trim decal to fit 

plain red Hinomaru from sheet C block I A6M3 Model 22 Zero, X-151,202nd Kokutai, flown by NAP 1/C Kiyoshi Ito, 
Prop and blades NMF with flat back rear wings use A, for fuselage use B 
surfaces, lips have two red caution stripes tboard wing bomb racks. 

Copyright s 1995 SP72-04-Note2 

/ Trim decal l o  lit 
1 

Prop hub and blades ' 
red-brown with single 
yellow caution stripe 
on each blade 

Orange-yellow ID panels on inboard 
leading edges and wheel hubs. Outboard leading edges of 

I / winas are dark areen IOD 

7 Note lhal this aircraft 
es not have radio 

For wings under surface use A2, for upper surface 
Natural melal finish use Al+A2. for fuselage use B1+B2 
on bottom of wings and 
stabilizers Fabric ailerons and elevators 
are light grey-green. 

1 Ki 43-11 Kou Hayabusa, 59th Sentai, 2nd Chutai, flown by Capt. 
Shigeo Nango, New Guinea, 1943 d a final score of 15 
kills. Aircraft photographed with si ow drop tank on left 
inboard wing pylon. 



MODEL BUILDING SUGGESTIONS 

Dark green wisps on top 

surfaces \ Natural metal overall finish 

Yellow ID panel on 1 inboard edge of wings +gear covers 

Use plain red Hinomaru from sheet C block D. 
Prop and spinner red.brown with single For wings use A. for fuselage use Bl+B2. yellow caution stripe on each blade 

i-61-1 O t s u  T o n y ,  6 8 t h  S e n t a i ,  o f  M a j .  S h o g o  T a k e u c h i  ( f i na l  s c o r e :  19), 
l e w  G u i n e a ,  l a t e  1 9 4 3 .  K i l l  m a r k s  i n c l u d e  p r o b a b l e s  and d a m a g e d  
i rcraf t .  

I w a m o t o  ( f inal  s c o r e :  80) ,  R a b a u l ,  January 1 9 4 4 .  R e f e r e n c e s  a r e  not c lear :  I \ \ 
\ 

Lower surfaces varnished light grey 
s o m e  b e l i e v e  it was a M o d e l  21, g e n e r a l l y  o u t  o f  s e r v i c e  at this t i m e .  
I w a m o t o ' s  diary g i v e s  only t h e  "102" p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  tail c o d e .  T h e  unit c o d e  spinnerare red-brown For wings under surface, use plain red HinomaN 
p r e f i x  c h a n g e d  in 1 9 4 3  f r o m  U3 to an u n k n o w n  a r a b i c  n u m b e r .  B a s e d  on Yellow ID pane! on from sheet c block H. 

c o n t e m p o r a r y  R a b a u l  u n i t s ,  t h e  c o d e  3-1 02 i s  m o s t  p r o b a b l e .  inboard edge of wings 

K i  43-11 Otsu H a y a b u s a ,  2 5 t h  S e n t a i ,  f l o w n  by u n i t  c o m m a n d e r ,  M a j o r  
o S a k a g a w a  ( f i na l  s c o r e : l 5 ) ,  H a n k o w ,  C h i n a ,  S p r i n g  1944. H e a d r e s t  

Top surfaces are dark green with brown mottling 

\ 
\ 

Trim decal to fit 

Lower wino and fuselaae surfaces NMF yellow iu panel on inuudru 
edge Of wings and gear 'Overs \ Use plain r i d  Hinomaw-from sheel C block C. 

Prop blades are red-brown with For wings use A2. for fuselage use B2. 
single yellow caution stripe 

I 
Lower surfaces sky-blue ' ----- ~" ' 

Use red Hinomaru from sheet C block B 
K i  44-11 O t s u  Shoki, 8 5 t h  S e n t a i ,  2 n d  C h u t a i ,  f l o w n  b y  Lt. C0 l .  Y u k i y o s h i  Spinnerred, blades red- For wings use A2, for fuselage use B1+B2. 
W a k a m a t s u  ( f i na l  s c o r e :  18+), K w a n g t u n g ,  C h i n a ,  1 9 4 4 .  brown with single yellow Yellow ID panel on 

caution stripe inboard edge of wings and gear covers 



1 1 Yellow ID panel on Lower surfaces NMF 
inboard edge of w i g  and gear covers\ 

Spinner and blades red-brown 
with single yellow caution 

\ 
For wi'ngs, use plain red Hinomam from sheet C block D. 

stripe on each blade 
< 

Top surfaces dark olive drab 
/ 

Spinner and prop red-brow / 

Ki-61-1 Tei, 3rd Chutai, 244th Sentai, flown by Capt. Chuichi Ichikawa (fina 
/ score: lo+), Chofu, Japan, SJJmmer 1945. Landing gear Covers believed to YellowIDpanelon inboardedge \ Lower surfaces NMF 

have had two-digit white number (r aircraft's serial) On lower side of wings and gear covers. Remainder 
of large outer gear covers, dark 

of main gear covers. Exact number Use plain red Hinomaru from sheet C block D 
olive drab. Inner wheel cover I0 Yellow For wings use 4 for fuselage use BltBZ. 
and NMF 

J 

Ki 44-11 Hei Shoki, 70th Sentai, 3rd Chutai, flown by 2nd Lt, Makoto Ogawa, 
Chiba, Japan, June 1945. Ogawa's final score was 9. 

Yellow ID panel on 1 inboard edge of wings and gear covers "\J 
Use plain red Hinomaru from sheet C block 0. 

Prop and spinner red-brown with single par Ã£, .-, for fuselage w, 
vellow caution stripe on each blade 

-t- All upper surfaces unvarnished (Nakaiima) dark ween 

\ 
Lower wing and fuselage surfaces unvarnished 

03-09, 303rd Hikotai, 203rd Kokutai, flown by WO 
prop and 

(Nakapma) tight grey 

a, Japan, June 1945. Tanimizu had a final score of red.brown 
apacity wooden drop tank. Yellow ID panel on 

Use plain red underwing Hinomaru from sheet C block G. 

inboard edgeof wings 

Due to the complexity of some fuselage shapes, certain stripes may need trimming 
before you wet them. Please plan ahead. In cases that you must apply one decal on 
top of another, make sure that the first one is thoroughly dry. 

REFERENCES USED: 

1) ZERO IN ACTION, by Shigeru Nohara, 1983. Squadron Signal Publications, 49 p. Good general reference on Zero with lots of photos and artwork. 

2) MEDALED PILOTS OF THE JAPANESE AIR FORCE, NO. 416, 1993. Model Art Publications, 144 p. Excellent photo and artwork reference on Ki 43, 
Ki 44, Ki 61 and other types used by Japanese Army forces. Japanese text. 

3) CAMOUFLAGE & MARKINGS OF TYPE 1 FIGHTER HAYABUSA, NO. 395. 1992. Model Art Publications, 158 p. Excellent coverage of the Kl-43 with 
many photographs. Japanese text. 

4) Koku-Fan Magazine, various issues. Bunrin-Do Publishing. 

5) JAPANESE IMPERIAL ARMY AND NAVY AIRCRAFT COLOR, MARKING, NO. 42, 1988. Koku-Fan Illustrated, Bunrin-Do Pub.,176 p. Excellent book 
with color artwork, photos and other details. Japanese text. 

RECOMMENDED KITS: 



Kl27: Shinohara, IJAAF 

El 
A6M2b: Ishihara, I 

. . 

Copyright 6 1995 



aiS) 

A6M2b: Sakai, IJNAF 

5(6) on top of wings. 

AND NOTES 
See MODEL BUILDING SUGGESTIONS 

Kl 43-1: Anabuki, 
IJAAF 

Kl43-11 Kou: Nango, IJAAF 

Copyright 151 1995 



- 
A6M3: Nishizawa, IJNAF 

L 
A6M3: Iwamoto, IJNAF 

Copyright ID 1995 



Sakagawa, 
I JAAF 

n 
Kl44-11 Otsu: Wakarnatsu, 

J: Sugil 

N1 K2-J: Kanno, IJNAF 

h i t -  

Copyright @ 1995 



- - 
@ Kl 61-1 Tei: Kobayashi, IJAAF 

Kl 61-1 Tei: lchikawa, IJAAF 

Copyright 0 1995 


